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Dear Readers, 
 
Want to know what it is like to be first? Aries, the leader of the Zodiac, knows and this 
month we honor this courageous sign with the passionate spirit and innovative edge 
that exudes creativity and assertiveness. While we celebrate with Aries, it is time to 
note the allure in the landscape as the environment comes alive with blossoms, 
seedlings, new buds and chirping birds. Why not take a page from Aries and show your 
individuality by creating beauty with new plants and shrubs that make a statement 
and soothe your esthetic soul. Welcome to the season of new beginnings that enriches 
life with new adventures.  

 

DATES TO REMEMBER FROM MARCH 20-APRIL 20: 
 

March 20: Spring begins 
March 29: Palm Sunday 
April 1: April Fool’s Day 
April 4: Passover 
April 5: Easter 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
 Congratulations to ML on winning the February drawing; March’s winner will be 
announced on March 31 and will receive a $10 discount coupon to use toward a 
consultation or report. During the Aries cycle those who order reports receive a $10 
promotional discount that applies to all reports priced at $35 or more. Readers who 
schedule an appointment of one hour or more from March 20 through April 30 will be 
entered into a drawing for a $10 discount coupon. Internet security continues to be a 
problem for many contacts. Be sure to update your security software and clear your 
browser. This year’s March madness shows breaches of health insurance and tax 
records including SS numbers. Avoid opening mail from individuals attaching a file to 
e-mail indicating in the subject line that the report or file you ordered is attached. 
Just send to SPAM ASAP. Do likewise if someone you don’t know attaches pictures or 
makes what sounds like an indecent proposal.  
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I accept payments for services via PayPal (www.paypal.com) where you can use 
either credit cards or debit cards directly from your checking or savings account at this 
secure site. You do not need your own PayPal account to pay for your consultations 
this way although I highly recommend obtaining one as you will see more and more 
vendors offering payment through PayPal. New security chips are going to be installed 
in most credit cards this year and not all card readers are outfitted to accept them. 
Using PayPal eliminates the guesswork. You won’t have to risk giving permission to 
vendors to keep your card information on file and can change the payment method to 
suit your needs. PayPal notifies me when the funds have been received in my account. 
For future transactions send PayPal payments to alice.deville27@gmail.com. My new 
phone number is 1-813-374-5398.  
 
BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS FOR ARIES 
 

Happy Birthday, Aries! Your sign symbol is the Ram. You leave an impression 
on the world as a passionate Cardinal fire sign that leads the order of the Zodiac. With 
your superb initiative and an abundance of energy, you charge ahead with plans and 
implement them in record time. Many Aries-born individuals have a high visibility year 
ahead with Uranus in your sign until 2018, so get ready to take charge of your life and 
focus on cherished goals. The Sun enters your sign on March 20 at 6:45 PM EDT and 
leaves on April 20 at 5:42 AM EDT. Jupiter in Leo lends excitement to your social 
life, adventures and your family gatherings as well as pursuits revolving around 
children, sports and fitness. You may receive more invitations than usual and find 
yourself taking more risks with business or entrepreneurial endeavors. Jupiter 
occupies your 5th House until August 11. Start making a list of ideas and goals that 
relates to realizing your dream – write that song, run that mile, play that gig, go to 
see a good movie, accept those invitations, take quality time to be with children, 
students and teachers; and set priorities for favorite projects. Some of you will travel 
more than usual or hear from individuals who make critical decisions about your 
future; a number of you buy investment properties; be sure to check with your 
astrologer before signing papers to find the best dates for your upcoming negotiations 
in any frame of reference. Also note that Venus is going to join Jupiter in Leo for 
several months during 2015 starting on June 6 in this exciting house. Circumstances 
connected with it can be of great importance to you and your life plan. When Jupiter 
moves to Virgo on August 11 matters connected with your daily environment, work 
life, health, colleagues, pets and nutrition surface depending upon chart aspects. 
Enjoy the opportunities this transit brings to your 6h House and pursue conditions that 
contribute to your quality of life. Ask for help from colleagues. Enterprising Saturn in 
Sagittarius occupies your 9th House of the higher mind, advanced education, resume-
enhancement classes, publishing, writing, spiritual matters, long-distance travel, the 
legal and medical professions, and in-laws. If your birthday is March 20-30 Saturn 
connects with your Sun while it is in this sign and is especially meaningful if you are 
working with communication issues involving new directions, studies or personal 
relationships – this is a house related to journeys and intense experiences with people 
of other cultures; sometimes it relates to matters that are ready to pass out of your 
life. When Saturn returns to Scorpio from June 14-September 17 it most affects 
those Aries born April 17-20. Here it gives you an opportunity to deal with intimacy, 
partnership debt or responsibility, resources, secrets, and regeneration. What a good 
opportunity to solve problems or find a working solution to a long-standing dilemma.  
A number of Aries could receive either an inheritance or the settlement of a debt or 
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lawsuit. Those of you born April 2-12 have Uranus in Aries on your Sun for the rest 
of the year. Nothing that happens should shock you, even though it probably will. The 
combination of your ruling planet Mars and Uranus creates new turf. They are both a 
playful and a shocking combo – look out – especially because they travel with the Pluto 
in Capricorn square through the end of July and are affected by two eclipses this year. 
Wherever these planets appear in your chart you are in for revolving energy. You can’t 
totally plan for what it brings because the location alone creates surprise endings and 
the proverbial adrenaline rush. Just go with the flow to free up time for creating a 
new enterprise, applying for a new job, fulfilling a retirement dream via a move or 
travel. Embrace an emerging world view since the transit of Uranus opens up in your 
very personal 1st House of self-expression. Seek expert advice before making major 
shifts in activity; timing is everything and it is best if you tone down the tendency to 
“rush.” Neptune in Pisces is in its natural home in your solar 12th House of secrets, 
meditation, widows, orphans, inner healing, seclusion, mystical vibes, planning, and 
charity work. From now through the end of the year Neptune connects most with 
those of you born March 24-30 while it puts you in touch with your inner feelings, 
higher mind, ESP, intuitive insight and metaphysical interests. You could be around 
those in need including people who are ill and require healing of mind, body and 
spirit. Continue to record your dreams if you don’t already do this – they could be very 
vivid and prophetic; in some cases you obtain important information about your 
future. Make decisions with a clear head on days when the Neptune “fog” fills the air 
and confuses issues – wait for a better day to execute plans. Pluto in Capricorn 
occupies your solar 10th House of career and life status and influences dynamics in 
various ways depending upon other factors in your chart. For some Aries it can mean 
significant career challenges some of which could be linked to power plays leading to 
major changes in the workplace.  Many of you could be leading contenders for 
promotions or new positions or in some way expand your influence in your work life. 
Those born April 3- 7 have the strongest connection and could make decisions that 
take you out of the safe comfort zone and into an area of expansion tied to cherished 
goals. Conditions around recent changes and new challenges are paying off now; if you 
are contemplating taking a risk in the next 6 months, now is your time to do so while 
Jupiter favors your sign in your 5th House of invention and gets ready to change the 
face of your work environment. Deal with whatever tries your patience. Protect your 
privacy in all aspects of Internet communication. The vibes from Uranus in Aries are 
adding to your desire to get things moving ASAP.  Move in a positive and well-
executed direction and go with the flow. You cannot hang on to what you no longer 
value – whatever Pluto takes away or helps you discard will create momentum for a 
replacement in the near future. Stay aware of the possibilities as you move ahead.  
  

 You are still experiencing the effects of two of last year’s eclipses, those on 
October 8 and October 23. On October 8 a lunar full moon eclipse occurred in Aries 
in your 1st house that delivered a rapid set of events over these next six months in 
areas of particular importance to you – for many of you it related to career and some 
unexpected changes. Maybe you are looking at life with a brand new set of eyes and 
shifted what felt stagnant – career, home life, housing, health, physical body and 
leisure time. New priorities emerge when you are in tune and your buoyant nature 
returned after a difficult Uranus transit. The final solar eclipse of 2014 occurred on 
October 23 in early Scorpio in your 8th House of mortgages, savings, investments, 
other people’s money, wills, depth perception, psychological insight, 
transformation, sex and debt. This eclipse gave you an opportunity to deal with 
credit, check assets, plan for your future, discharge debt, manage estates and 
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inheritances, gain deep insight into personal blocks and complicated relationships, and 
solve mysteries of one type or another. Some of you may have or will obtain 
employment in the legal, medical, crime solving, paranormal or research fields or 
study these topics. This eclipse is about to expire and a new series starts on March 20 
with a Total Solar Eclipse in Pisces at 29 degrees 29 minutes in your solar 12th 
House of self-discovery, inner healing, secrets and planning behind the scenes, work 
with charities and meditation. So many scenarios unfold with this type of eclipse – it 
could mean that you have a romance going but it is not one you can make public; you 
could be involved in plans at work that are not ready for the big announcement; 
anyway, something that is under wraps takes place for a while. Be prepared for leaks 
and don’t get caught unaware. It might seem like someone leaks your plans or a press 
conference drops a bomb or news of your impending divorce erupts. A full moon lunar 
eclipse arrives on April 4 in Libra around the same Libra and Aries degrees that have 
occurred in the past year, so if you have unfinished business related to other activities 
now is the time to complete the missing steps. Where does 14-15 degrees of 
Libra/Aries occur in your chart? Eclipses are supercharged Moons, so very positive 
announcements may also occur or you meet a new partner, potential boss, advisor or 
physician that helps you turn a corner in life. The last pair of 2015 eclipses occur in 
September, the first on the 13th in Virgo in your solar 6th House of health, pets, 
physical fitness, daily activity, organizational insight and co-workers. Perhaps you 
will deal with changes in those particular departments; new people, new routines, 
better health or a very ambitious program to improve it. Some could meet a new 
romantic partner through work connections. This eclipse is a partial solar eclipse. Two 
weeks later on September 27 a full moon eclipse falls in Aries in your very personal 
first house. Some of you could make drastic changes or sudden purchases that 
enhance your living conditions, your mode of transportation or your physical 
appearance. Maybe when you take stock of yourself you will enroll in charm school, 
take up a new language or join a mover-shaker organization to improve social and 
professional contacts. When the eclipse hits the first house some buy a new wardrobe, 
buy the fancy sports car, take the dream vacation, style or color hair differently and 
announce major life changes. If you are born the first five days of Aries, the cycle is 
very intense. The year ahead offers many opportunities to revamp important facets of 
your work, personal and professional life. Pace yourself to gain the greatest 
perspective of your working and home environments and don’t let anyone talk you out 
of taking action when you know the situation calls for change. If you are searching for 
a better job take advantage of the referrals and invitations to meet those who can 
influence your career.  Let this be the year you own your power and make every 
moment count. You worked hard and deserve the benefits that come your way, so 
smile and say thank you.  
                           
Famous Aries include: Matthew Broderick, Rosie O’Donnell, Reese Witherspoon, Carl 
Reiner, Nathan Fillion, William Shatner, Peyton Manning, Piers Morgan, Aretha 
Franklin, Kenny Chesney, Sandra Day O’Connor, Keri Russell, Reba McEntire, Jon and 
Kate Gosselin, Sarah Jessica Parker, Sir Elton John, Mariah Carey, Fergie, Julia Stiles, 
Christopher Walken, Vince Vaughn, Ewan McGregor, Giovanni Ribisi, Alec Baldwin, 
David Hyde Pierce, Eddie Murphy, Robert Downey, Jr., Paul Rudd, Zach Braff, Jackie 
Chan, Russell Crowe, Robin Wright Penn, Hugh Hefner, Dennis Quaid, Claire Danes, 
David Letterman, Shannen Doherty, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Emma Thompson, Ellen 
Barkin, Martin Lawrence, Victoria Beckham, Conan O’Brien, and Kate Hudson.  
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PLANETS IN ARIES’ TIME from March 20-April 20 
 

  We start the Aries cycle with a blast – the first eclipse of 2015, the 
spring equinox, and the first day of Aries on March 20. Write your new moon 
Law of Abundance check! If that date is your birthday, get ready for action! 
And those of you born around the first degree of Cancer, Libra and Capricorn as 
well as the last degree of Pisces, Sagittarius, Gemini and Virgo may also be in 
for a change of pace and taste of the unexpected between now and mid-
September. Please don’t discount the 2nd eclipse of 2015 on April 4 in Libra – 
this one is a Full Moon eclipse that occurs opposite transiting Uranus in Aries – 
do not schedule any surgery or major undertakings on this day; the vibes are 
volatile and rebellious to some extent. If you want to stand out, this is the day 
to make a statement if you think you have been keeping a low profile. Make 
sure the statement is a peaceful one – no doubt the news will reflect evidence 
of mass chaos or turmoil in various sections of the globe. Three planets fall in 
their own rulership signs during this cycle: Venus in Taurus; Mars in Aries; and 
Neptune in Pisces. Mars is in Aries through the end of this month. Other planets in 

Aries include the Sun, Venus and Uranus which lend excitement, romance and 
unexpected challenges. Major activity and acting on decisions work best in about a 
week or after the April eclipse. Right now several planets are retrograde – Jupiter in 
Leo gives Leos a chance to shine, tweak projects, enjoy some prosperity and regroup 
strategies for the rest of this planet’s retrograde cycle which ends on April 8. The 
asteroid Vesta affiliated with focus is wrapping up a run in Aquarius – it is important 
to watch investments and areas involving your personal residence. On the global front 
security issues come up and probably make headlines once again. Saturn turned 
retrograde in Sagittarius on March 14 and will stay in that motion until August 2 EDT. 
Most early degree Sagittarians are feeling the effects of the current transit and will 
revisit unfinished business later this summer when Saturn returns to their sign. Much 
news may surface about pensions, retirement benefits, social security and debt; revisit 
your plans and act with your best interests at heart. Uranus in Aries is in a boxing 
match with Pluto in Capricorn now and clashes with both before, during and right 
after the April 4 eclipse. If you are born around these dates you have the perfect 
opportunity to put your problems on the table and work on them one-by-one. Sort 
through areas that have you stymied and ask for advice when you feel blocked. 
Neptune in Pisces most affects those born February 25-27 during this time period 
and then makes harmonious connections to Venus and then Mercury to create a 
sense of liberation, easy communication, romance or creativity. This cycle is 
excellent for studying, research, writing and a romantic social life. Those most 
impacted by this cycle have planets at 8-9 degrees of Pisces, Cancer and Scorpio. 
Pluto goes retrograde in Capricorn at 15 degrees on April 16; blasts the Sun and 
Uranus on the day of the Full Moon eclipse, April 4, and squares Mercury on the 
7th. These vibes continue to focus on financial matters, the economy, deadlocked 
decisions that create public outrage along with encouragement to have a Plan B in 
major undertakings. Capricorns, as well as other Cardinal signs born around the 6th -8th 
of their birth month are most affected. A second new Moon in March occurs on the 
April 18th and this one is in Aries inviting you to include cherished goals on your wish 
list. Show courage by supporting someone who could use a kind word and more 
understanding, demonstrate your independent spirit, and offer a positive perspective 
when asked for solutions. What would you like to have happen? Write down your 
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intentions and go for it. If your life seems to be moving in the direction of fast change 
now may be the time to schedule a consultation to check your chart. Signs in high 
focus now are Capricorn, Cancer, Leo, Libra and Aries followed by Pisces and Virgo.  
 
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES 
 

 March 20: New Moon in Pisces, 5:37 AM EDT, 29° l 27’  

March 20: Sun enters Aries at 6:45 PM EDT; 1st day of spring   

 April 4: Full Moon lunar eclipse in Libra, 8:06 AM EDT 14° g 24’ 

 April 18: New Moon in Aries, 2:57 PM EDT, 28 ° a 25’ 

April 20: Sun Enters Taurus, 5:42 AM EDT 
 
PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS 
 
 Readers wanted to get away from turmoil and angst this time and asked 
questions about the world of fantasy, entertainment and the U.K’s Royal family – as if 
those topics are totally free of turmoil. Some of you wanted to know if I knew what 
was going on with Kathy Griffin when I wrote about her in this space in the Pisces 
newsletter. I must confess that when I wrote that “new directions were on the horizon 
for the show” I felt there would be a major shake-up with the show and that Kathy 
would be doing something else rather than Fashion Police. Even though the show’s 
intent was to highlight the fashion hits of red carpet celebrities and roast individuals 
whose looks did not cut it in their opinion, the panelists drew the line at some of the 
meanness. Shortly after I published, Guiliana Rancic made some controversial remarks 
about Zendaya after the Oscar awards that offended many viewers as well as 
colleagues on the show. Addressing the racially insensitive comments, Kelly Osborne 
left the show shortly thereafter assailing the attack on Zendaya and within two weeks 
Kathy announced that she was stepping down as host. The truth is that this show has 
comedy writers that prepare the scripts so Kelly was not as mad at Guiliana as you 
might think, in fact they are friends; photos that appear on the show are also 
preplanned and the panel knows what is going down. It seems like the show has some 
rough spots ahead and has to work them out. Guiliana and newcomer Brad Goreski 
reportedly have been tapped to take over the duties as co-hosts. Yet as I write this 
section a new announcement has hit the airwaves saying that Fashion Police will be on 
hiatus until September. It probably needed more recovery time, as did the 
personalities after Joan Rivers’ death. Let’s see what happens.         
 
Lily James: This talented native of the U.K is an Aries born April 5. It is not surprising 
that she has had a banner year in both her portrayal of the kind-spirited Lady Rose on 
Downton Abbey and as the star of Disney’s Cinderella, the newly released film that is 
setting blockbuster numbers at the box office. Her chart is on fire right now. Lily’s 
chart has three planets at 15 degrees of Aries right in the path of the Aries/Libra 
eclipses that are ongoing as well as the intense transit of Uranus in Aries square Pluto 
in Capricorn. Both Neptune and Saturn in her chart fall in Capricorn and Pluto is 
visiting – all of this in sync with the eclipse patterns. More is in store for Lily with an 
eclipse falling on April 4 on Venus, Sun and Mercury in her chart. Will she return to 
Downton Abbey? What do you think? The season ending has her leaving for America 
with her new husband, Atticus, often a way that contract actors leave their roles; yet 
we know that on Downton, characters in America pay visits to their families in the 
U.K. Stay tuned. 
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Richard Madden: This outstanding actor from the U.K. has recently worked on Game 
of Thrones. Now he is starring in Cinderella as Lily James’ Prince Charming. This 
handsome Gemini is having a Saturn return in Sagittarius and that aspect often puts 
one in the limelight, increasing responsibilities and even creating a juggling situation 
with many demanding career projects. His North Node is in Aries and his South Node in 
Libra so early eclipses have tweaked his acting options. Jupiter in Leo is transiting his 
solar 2nd House of income and material resources in beautiful trine aspect to his two 
Aries placements and four Sagittarius planets. He turns 29 in June, often a career 
turning point. It can’t hurt to be part of a film that is beating current releases at the 
box office.    
 
Len Goodman: I wrote this piece earlier in the month when publicity was out 
suggesting this would be the final season for Len on Dancing With The Stars. Then I 
heard his future with the show is uncertain and he may stick around or appear on the 
show part-time – we’ll let ABC figure it out. For the last 10 years we have watched the 
talented veteran judge of Dancing with the Stars applaud the graceful dancers that 
appear on the show and pan the performances that just don’t cut it. Len seldom 
minces words. He could be hard on the dancers and just as tough on the choreography 
of a routine. Yet he has kept up a grueling schedule going back and forth between the 
U.K. based Strictly Come Dancing show that airs simultaneously and the U.S. based 
DWTS. Len, a Taurus turns 71 in April and had previously announced that he will not 
be back on DWTS after season 20 which began on March 16. His publicist says Len 
would like to cut back on the intense schedule and have a chance to spend more time 
with his bride of 2 years and to attend to his ailing 98-year-old mother. His chart 
shows that his Aries placements have received recent hits from the eclipses and that 
later this year Venus in Aries gets a visit from Uranus also in aspect with Mars and the 
Vertex in Cancer. Len’s numerology suggests that he is about to embark on a year of 
new beginnings and he will no doubt make plans that match his vision for leisure, 
taking care of his health and adding more time for creative ventures. If he actually 
steps down, viewers will miss his spot-on analysis of the technical part of each 
dancer’s program and his infamous phrase “From Len the 10” when he spots 
excellence in a performance. Fans will miss you, Len, and wish you well always. 
 
Keri Russell: The star of the spy thriller, The Americans, hails from Fountain Valley, 
CA, and shows mastery in the role of a KGB agent posing as a true blue suburban 
Washington, DC, American that is a far cry from her contributions in song and dance 
on the former Mickey Mouse Club or her role in the hit series, Felicity. Keri is an Aries 
born with a stellium of Aries planets, the Moon in Capricorn, Mars and Saturn in Cancer 
and Pluto in Libra, along with the theatrical Venus and Mercury in Pisces. Keri will 
continue to find meaty roles that highlight her acting chops. It looks like her personal 
life and partnerships may claim a bit of her time in the near future. She has been 
separated from her spouse and is reportedly dating her co-star on The Americans, 
Welsh actor Matthew Rhys. If you haven’t seen the show, give it a whirl – it is 
phenomenal, riveting TV. 
 
Royal Family: The planets are alive in the charts of key members of the House of 
Windsor. What I discovered is peaks of activity in the 10th House of status change, 
authority, family and responsibility involving several family members. Those of you 
who asked about rumors that the Queen may step down and cede the throne to 
Charles or bypass Charles and make William king are probably reacting to the same 
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rumors that have surfaced over the last 20 years regarding Charles and in recent years 
as William came of age, married and started a family. The Queen still rules yet a look 
at her chart shows that she is coping with many responsibilities including the way she 
manages the time she spends making public appearances. Right now several royals 
have charts on fire with change and under the auspices of the March 20 and April 4 
eclipses as well as the hard transit of Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn. The 
Queen is a Taurus born at 0 degrees with Uranus in Pisces conjunct the March 20 
eclipse and several other planets in high focus simultaneously most of which suggest 
major changes afoot in the palace. Her husband, Prince Philip has been ill and his 
chart is heavily aspected by Pluto near his Capricorn Ascendant in aspect with 
transiting Uranus in Aries, in hard aspect to Chiron in Aries and Mercury in Cancer. I 
usually watch charts that show a transiting planet going direct near a natal planet for 
clues about the type of changes that are unfolding. The Queen has the Moon in Leo in 
her 7th House of partners and Jupiter in Leo will go direct there a few days after the 
April 4 Libra eclipse. Charles and his Mother have extremely karmic chart connections 
– his Moon and North Node in Taurus are on her Sun and this year his Midheaven 
opposite natal Neptune and Venus in Libra matches the critical degrees of the 
transiting Uranus in Aries. No doubt he is taking on more of the Queen’s duties; she is 
a woman who is likely to adhere to the normal rite of passage that would make her son 
the King if she were not able to serve. Charles and Camilla are visiting Washington, 
DC, as I write this section. Looking at all three charts shows concluding life cycles 
followed by new ones. As for William and Kate, their charts are prominent in April as 
well as they await the birth of their second child in the later part of the month. 
William is a Cancer and Kate is a Capricorn. This family has an abundance of Cardinal 
sign placements and several are in middle degrees, the ones that are registering in the 
heavens this year. More to come!  
 

READERS CORNER 
 

Last month’s issue had a question regarding taking excessive selfies in public places 
and disturbing other people in the process. That question received the most notice 
from readers of all ages and backgrounds who find the practice distasteful. Some 
individuals went into great detail about the inconveniences and rudeness of 
colleagues, friends and relatives who constantly whip out their phones to read 
messages, find information, text to others, play games and “check out” of the ongoing 
conversations at meetings, special events and dinner tables. Many readers said they 
were sending the issue on to people who could use a new perspective and hoped they 
would get the hint to put the cell phones away. What do you think? Has this practice 
become a sore spot with you? How do you handle it? I’ll cover your responses in the 
Taurus issue. Other readers wrote in wanting more information about the field of 
candidates running for the presidential election. I will be covering that topic in future 
issues as the field narrows.   
 
 Q. I received a wedding invitation in mid-February and invited a woman I 
know to attend with me. The wedding is April 11th.  At the time she said she could not 
give me an answer yet and would get back to me. I asked her to pinpoint an estimated 
response time but she said she could not say. When nearly three weeks passed and I 
did not hear from her I asked someone else to go who promptly said yes. You guessed 
it! The first woman called me last weekend and said she would attend. I immediately 
told her that I had invited another person and she went ballistic telling me that she 
had purchased a dress and the reason she hesitated was because she had to figure out 
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if she could afford a new dress. She then told me that she felt I should compensate her 
for the cost of the dress and asked me to pay her $170. My date will not be paying for 
any expenses such as the gift or any transportation charges to the wedding which is 
out of town. What do you make of the situation? Do you see any astrological 
implications?  The first woman is an Aries – I only know this because we were at a 
mixer last year on a Friday night and she told me her birthday was the next day so I 
bought her a drink. I am a Capricorn.          
 
 A. Thank you for writing. I’ll start with the astrological implications first 
since they are very obvious to me. Your friend has Uranus sitting on her Sun which has 
probably made her life edgy and subject to sudden changes, even disruptions in her 
routine, confusion over direction, throwing a few monkey wrenches into her plans due 
to unexpected expenses and made her a bit cranky. At the same time Uranus is in 
harsh aspect to your Capricorn Sun so your relationship is taking a hit and 
communication is suffering. Simultaneously both of you have been bombarded with 
Aries/Libra eclipses at the degree of your Suns and have planets that have taken a hit 
– with you it is Mercury; with her it is Mars. Don’t worry because the April 4 eclipse in 
aspect to both Suns will most likely lead you to terminate further connections to one 
another – especially when you tell her you won’t pay for the dress. This relationship 
was never a keeper as you probably surmised. As for the matter of the dress, where is 
it mandated that someone has to buy a new dress for a wedding? Most individuals have 
dressy attire in their closets. She knows no one attending the out-of-town wedding so 
who would have seen her in a dress she already owns?  Assuming she has not worn the 
new dress she can take it back for a refund. If she wore it elsewhere that is her 
problem. Nothing about the dress came up in your first conversation with her. For the 
future, you could have avoided having to deal with her down the road by setting a firm 
date for her response, say two weeks from the date you extended the invitation. That 
way you would have been in the clear to ask someone else without running it past her. 
You could have also called her to let her know you were attending with someone else 
when the second woman accepted your invitation (although you were under no 
obligation to do so). Enjoy the wedding guilt-free.   
 
 Q. Over the last few months several readers wrote to ask about how they 
can determine a good city/town/state/country for relocation. Many of their questions 
were prompted by noting that I had relocated from Virginia to Florida in late 2014. 
Some individuals said they had experienced moving from one area to another but did 
not feel they belonged. Others wrote about problems they encountered in current 
locations and expressed an interest in avoiding them in a new place. Several 
individuals said their careers suffered for the duration of the time they spent at 
temporary sites; some were military; others agreed to move for career advancement; 
some moved because of marriages or to be with significant others; and some moved 
because of recommendations from others yet the new locations did not meet their 
needs. Certain writers said they always felt lonely, ill or depressed; some said they did 
nothing but work while others said they found the new location distracting and felt 
restless most of the time; and others said they felt like they were in a rut in the 
current location and wanted more from life. Most individuals did not work with 
astrologers familiar with Astrocartography before moving, a facet of astrology that 
looks at the effect of relocation on the natal chart. So many variables exist related to 
why you might want to move that I can address them only generally in this space. 
Should any of these descriptions sound like your situation you may be more compatible 
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with a new base of operation. If you are ready to make a move why not set an 
appointment to explore options for relocating. The response below represents Part 1 
of this topic; I will revisit it with more details and answers to your questions next 
month. I hope you enjoy the information.  
 
 A.   First of all it is important to visit cities that interest you. You probably 
won’t find out much about a city if you are passing through or are on a business trip 
and have numerous obligations that interfere with how much you can learn about the 
location. If you like what you see then go back when you can take your time and learn 
more about it. I recommend spreading out the location of cities that interest you – if 
you concentrate only on one geographical location, such as the east coast, you will not 
see much variation in how your planets respond because the longitude and latitude 
make a difference, and when they don’t change much neither does your life. 
Sometimes the same two or three planets vie for a position in locations near the same 
latitude and longitude even though the cities are different. The rule of thumb is to go 
at least 300 miles away from your current location yet that narrow mileage can be 
misleading when the aspects or visibility of planets are not significant. For example, 
your Ascendant may change by a degree or so only. If life is dull in your current 
location, it is not going to change much within that 300-mile radius and you probably 
don’t belong there. Of course if you go somewhere for the first time and really feel 
good about everything you see, that might be one to explore. When I work with clients 
I recommend that they select at least three cities they like and we go from there. If 
you have never been to these places before it is doubtful that I would recommend 
living there. You have to get a feel for the environment. You can determine links with 
cities or states without visiting, but living there is a big step and requires more depth 
of exploration. Generally, if you are a water sign and find a water sign city or one with 
strong connections to your chart, you are off to a good start. The same compatibility 
applies to fire, earth and air signs because the environment feels natural to you. You 
may even be attracted to a state that has other compatible elements to add further 
connection and confirmation for your relocation choice.    

 

CONFIDENTIAL TO RATTLED RELATIONSHIP: I read through your 3-1/2 page 
letter and look forward to our consultation to sort this out with you. What you 
describe sounds like two people with little in common, who bonded over intense 
physical attraction, got together and made plans for the future without knowing 
enough about each other’s life preferences, goals and philosophy. That you disagree 
about all facets of your upcoming wedding, where you will live, the type of housing 
you want, and how you are going to spend your leisure time suggests that you were 
more focused on getting to a wedding than on getting to know what you like about one 
another and whether you are even friends. You describe very hostile conditions and 
poor communication. Before we meet I suggest you focus on what works and what is 
not working in the relationship and we can go from there. Table further wedding 
planning until you discuss pressing issues in depth.  

 

      Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about last month’s 
newsletter. I’m glad you enjoyed the Pisces issue and welcome your thoughts once 
again.   

 

 QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “It’s what you learn after you know it all that 
counts.”  …..Unknown 
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OFFICE HOURS 
 

 Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm. 
 Tuesday: 12-6 pm. 
 Thursday: 1-6 pm. 
 Saturday: 11 am-4 pm. 
 All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours. 

 
Information about the sign of the month is a general interpretation since it is 

based on solar charts and may not address the actual activity in your natal chart. If 
this is your birthday month or if you are interested in learning more about how the 
current cycles affect you, call me to schedule an appointment for a personal 
consultation or a coaching session. I work with business owners, entrepreneurs, 
executives and individuals providing guidance and strategic planning advice in a 
variety of fields. For a unique approach give the gift of a consultation or a written 
report to a loved one or associate. Gift certificates are available in the amount of your 
choice. Refer a friend who could use a new perspective and receive a $15 discount 
toward your next consultation. I look forward to hearing from you.  

 

HHHaaappppppyyy   EEEaaasssttteeerrr   aaannnddd   HHHaaappppppyyy   sssppprrriiinnnggg,,,   

   

Alice 
 
Alice DeVille  
Consulting Services 
Office: (813) 374-5398 
Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand for daily astrological tweets. 
Website: www.astrologyondemand.com 
 

NOTE: I continuously update both online and postal mailing lists. If you have 
moved in the past six months, please send your current address. Some ISP 
providers require that you contact me at least once every six months or they 
treat the newsletter as SPAM. Subscribers have already been dropped from the 
mailing. To be removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing address 
change, send a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks. 
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